Cartarian Constitution (litepaper).
Lost to time, the 19th Century is at once familiar and as alien as can be
imagined. Steampets of Cartaria seeks to recreate this Golden Age of
ingenuity and architecture, with a re-imagined Steam Punk aesthetic and
accurate recreations of lost 19th Century wonders.
Most believe history to be a done deal, all the sources are there, we know
what happened down to the names, dates and hairstyles. Others are less
sure. We seek to delve into this murky past and give it new life on the
Blockchain. A treasure trove of ancient buildings and treasures have been
lost in the past 2 centuries, preserved only in grainy black and white
photographs and the written testimony of those who were purportedly
there.
We want to preserve these puzzle pieces, and further, preserve them in a
trust-less medium for posterity. And recreate them in the Steamverse.
Further, we want to build out a fantasy universe of an advanced High
tech Victorian world with these lost buildings as a backdrop to comic
books, stories and videos, starring an eclectic mix of “Steampets”. Fun
and interesting “animalified” characters complete with backstories and
roles in universe.
Superficially a CNFT project, the Steampets Universe will be populated
with Steampunk themed animals which will be usable as “trading cards”
for various games we plan to implement. As such they will have attack
and defence statistics, as well as tiers of rarity and epoch. Refer to NFT
mechanics.

But Steampets of Cartaria is more…. We want to record history, but we
also want to fund research into the old world, have LIDAR surveys done of
ancient sites, pay for excursions for the purpose of exploration, drone

surveys, meetups, the funding of writing and content creators. In short
we want to research and create a fun community. We also plan to buy
existing buildings from the old world with the aim of preserving them for
posterity. So many of these architectural wonders are being lost to
neglect, greed and poverty. We want to stand between these
irreplaceable buildings and the wrecking balls, both physical and
metaphorical.
Tokenomics:
Token
Total supply 1,850,000,000
Distribition:
10% founders
10% project funds
20% drops/yield farming
60% Distributed to NFT purchasers, giveaways, discretionary drops, sold
at auction and auctioned in bundles, as well as burn auctions.
After Epoch 2 is complete, the only way to purchase NFTs will be via $spC
token. It will also function as the currency within the ecosystem we build
out.
NFTs
Released by epoch.
Epoch one: First 13 NFTs
Epoch two: Main set of 1815.
Epoch three: Any additional NFTs.
Exceptions are one-offs and Mystical rarity, exist outside Epoch structure.
EPOCH one NFTs entitle holders to a banner on the “Steampets HQ”
which is the image on our website homepage. Epoch one characters will
also be the main protagonists in the canon of comic book stories, games
and cartoons, and the primary story tellers within the Cartarian
Steampets universe. All epoch one NFT owners will be credited in
literature created.
Epoch one and Epoch two NFTs will entitle the holder to access to the
“odd fellows of Cartaria” secret society which will give them exclusive

access to NFT drops, token drops and the Cartarian ADA staking pool, as
well as more perks to come, including the opportunity to join and vote on
what kinds of historical research Steampets will be funding.
Epoch 3 and beyond will require to be purchased using spC native token
either @ auction or directly via our website.
An additional benefit of being a coin holder will be liquidity farming. We
will drop tokens to all wallets holding NFTs, and additionally, all wallets
providing us with DEX liquidity, such as Sundaeswap. APY will be
determined by epoch and rarity.
Team bio

Raymond “Yggy”
Thomson is a famous, or
perhaps infamous, character in
crypto, the co-founder of the
first mover meme coin on the
XRP ledger, Xrdoge, with an
ATH marketcap of $200 million,
millionaires were made and
dreams came true for many.
Alas Yggy is a stubborn
character, with high ideals, and
not only believes in
decentralised money, but also
in decentralised values. He
made too many enemies in the
XRPL cliques, obsessed with
their KYC and centralization of
influence. Xrdoge ticks happily
onward however, a testament
to the solid foundations laid in
part by Yggy.
One thing he still knows how to
do is make a successful crypto
project that can make investors
rich.
An Electronic Engineer in a
former life, and an anarchist by
disposition.

Andrew “TNG” Dyson
Crypto influencer, video
producer, memelord, guerrilla
marketing specialist,
researcher, podcast producer,
that is just a glimmer of TNG’s
portfolio of positive attributes.
As an SPC Co-founder his
experience and abilities are
being brought to the table to
further the goals of the
project.
Steampets of Cartaria marks a
turning point and the next
stage of a journey into the
timeline of the Earth for TNG, a
chance to investigate the
terrain and unravel the mystery
of history.
Prior to his journey into the
world of alternative media and
the Crypto space TNG is a
trained chemist and has many
years of experience earned as
both a technical manager and
sales & marketing manager in
industry.

Kris “Digital Ronin X”
Barros Born on the East Coast

of the USA at Cape Cod in
Massachusetts, DRX is a very
humble and empathic individual
bubbling over with creative
talent.
Presently working for the
XRPLedger's premium
memecoin, XRdoge as their
resident and most notorious
meme lord, he is also employed
by Greencare Collective as a
cultivator. The guy clearly
never sleeps.
His experience & great passion
for Crypto along with his
outstanding artistic abilities
and interest in the old world
make him a perfect match to
the Steampets project.
Believe it or not DRX has
hobbies as well as a busy career
path.
Magnets, Crypto
investing, investigating
Antiquatech and Free energy
devices are big interests of this
Taurus, bullish on Crypto and

Stephanie “Island Ghost”
Mellott Stephanie is a US Navy

Veteran whom served in
Operation Desert Storm, she
sailed AROUND the plane three
times by the age of twenty
four.
She was awarded numerous
medals during her service
including the Battle E Southeast
Asia Combat star.
Stephanie was also a real estate
professional for over 20 years.
Mother of a twenty two year
old son working in
cybersecurity, he is a pursuer
of cyber criminals.
Not only a US Navy veteran but
also a veteran of the Crypto
space, she started mining
Bitcoin with her then nine year
old son in 2009 so he could buy
trinkets for his action character
in a video game ( who knew?).
She took the original Learn and
earn classes from Satoshi for
Bitcoin.
Steph likes to spend her free
time on the Beaches of Hilton
Head with her Service Dog
“Laylaa”.

